Jingshan Garden Hotel Awarded "Best Design Hotel – 2018~2019"
23rd May 2019 - Jingshan Garden Hotel is proud to announce that it has been awarded the "Best Design
Hotel" by AIRTIME in its 2018~2019 Selected High-Class Hotels Awards Ceremony. Hotel Manager, Lu Xu, was
delighted to be the recipient of this prestigious award held at a Gala Event in Beijing last night. As a high-end
fashion lifestyle magazine, AIRTIME focuses on the latest trends and provides profound information to elites.

As an important public space in society today, hotels have been a gathering place of elites from all walks of life.
More than 300 high-class hotels were involved in this selection and it was an intense competition. In order to give
practical guidelines to its reader, AIRTIME evaluated hotels from various perspectives such as the location,
design, surroundings, service and so on. The selection took opinions of editors, judges and readers to reach an
impartial as well as comprehensive award result.

"The Jingshan Garden Hotel is a great example of a successful classic Boutique and Design Hotel as it offers
quality services and facilities whilst integrating and exposing the customers to Traditional Chinese Culture.” said
Red Wall Garden Hospitality Group Managing Director, Mr Gavin Rimmer, “We are very proud and delighted to
receive this prestigious award and will continue to make every effort to bring a True High-Class Boutique Hotel
Experience to each and every customer visiting or staying with us.”

Jingshan Garden Hotel
Adjacent to the infamous Jingshan Park, The Jingshan Garden Hotel is a Cultural Oasis of tranquility in the very
heart of the vibrant city of Beijing. It is located in Sanyanjing Hutong which is one of the city's most Historic and
Central Neighborhoods and is within walking distance of The Forbidden City, Beihai Parks and the National Art
Museums. Invoking the past, Jingshan Garden Hotel is an intimate Traditional Chinese Courtyard Hotel, replete
with modern facilities.

Jingshan Temple Restaurant & Private Rooms
With breathtaking views overlooking the Temples of Jingshan Park, the newly opened Jingshan Temple
Restaurant's tranquil and peaceful setting is truly an oasis of calm in the very heart of China’s Capital City –
Beijing. With separate Indoor and Outdoor areas, the Jingshan Temple Restaurant and Private Dining Rooms
serves great value Traditional Chinese Dishes that are carefully selected from various areas throughout China.
Our menu also incorporates some Classic Western Fare for those who are not too adventurous.

Managed by the Red Wall Garden Hospitality Group
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Reservations: Booking are Essential
Address: No.68c, Sanyanjing Hutong, Jingshan East Street, Dongcheng District, Beijing, China
Telephone：+86-010-84047979
Opening Hours：11:30am – 23:00pm
Email：reservations@jsghotel.com
Website：http://www.jingshangarden-hotel.com

